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DrUG TESTING, VACCINES
and WORKERS’ RIGHTS

THE CONFEDERATION OF
CANADIAN UNIONS: A
PERSONAL PERSPECTIVE

I know it is a “big ask” but a worthy one to consider.
At the Convention of the Canadian Union of Skilled Workers
(CUSW) in early October 2021, our past labour school
speaker Stephanie Ross outlined a few things that you might
look for in our membership. Identify members who align
with your union’s values and use their existing knowledge
base, find not only leaders who are formal (elected), but also
informal leaders when it allows, get members involved with
issues they deeply care about, and finally, try and widen the
circle of who is involved whenever possible.
For those who might think they couldn’t do that or don’t have
the skills or time, you probably do, and it will give you more
time in the long run. Prior to my time a Vice President, I
was secretary of the CCU/CSC for many years and still don’t
think my skillset was all that close to what it should have been
to do that task. For some reason, there were delegates who
thought differently. I kept working at it and the members and
convention attendees kept encouraging me.
Finally, and again, I thank each of my CCU/CSC friends.
I appreciate the great discussions, your commitment and
dedication, your aspirations and your help.
Thank You.
In Solidarity,
Mike Belanger
Vice-President of the Confederation of Canadian Unions

Michael Belanger has been a
member of the CCU Executive Board
for over a decade. He will be retiring
in July 2022, and the CCU wishes
to thank him for years of service
and dedication. Thank you, brother
Michael

I

have been a Table Officer of the
Confederation of Canadian Unions
(CCU/CSC) for fourteen years and
have much to be thankful for. I have
made close friends and forged many
relationships during this time. I have been
told how this work is appreciated and
valued, yet I have received so much more
than I have given. So I thank each of you,
both present and past, including those who
attended a meeting as a fellow officer, a
delegate, a guest or a speaker.
What the CCU/CSC has built through its
history is something we should all be proud
of. Whether you have participated as part
of a Resolutions Committee or made your
position known at an Executive Board
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meeting, you should be proud. The CCU/
experience some of the lofty goals and
CSC has stood up for your rights and
conquests we have strived for and achieved
those of individuals we will never meet.
during the past 52 years. It is awe inspiring.
We have implored governments and others
to follow a principled approach in
Looking back at my experience and
the areas of social justice,
involvement in the CCU/
human rights, health and
CSC, there were a few
safety, education and
individuals who really
“This
many other worthy
helped me find
is the last
and righteous
my way, mentor
report I write as a
positions. Our
and guide me.
confederation
I mention this
Table Officer...
has always
because I ask
I thank each of my CCU/
fought for
you to try and
CSC friends. I appreciate
the rights
be that person
the great discussions, your
of workers,
for someone
including the
else. If you
commitment and dedication,
right to know,
are attending
your aspirations and your
the right to
an Executive
help.”
participate, and the
Board meeting
right to refuse.
or reading this in
CCU Connections
This is the last report I
Magazine, you can be that
write as a CCU/CSC Table
person. It might be someone
Officer, and if you have been to many
from your Local that you can assist
meetings or only a few, or none, I suggest
regarding leadership in the workplace, or an
you read at least some of the 60 or so
individual in your community you can help
as they may be less fortunate than yourself.
pages of the CCU/CSC Policy Manual to
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Mandatory Vaccinations vs.
Worker’s Rights

Jim Streb is a former
President of the
Confederation of
Canadian Unions

F

irst, let me say
that this is NOT the
official opinion of the
CCU, it’s officers, or any
of the affiliates. This article reflects
the opinion of the author, and only the
author. The last 18 to 24 months has
brought the issue of workers’ rights and
forced vaccinations to the forefront of
labour relations. As COVID-19 and its
variants have spread around the globe,
all levels of government have struggled
to contain this latest assault on the lives
of their citizens.
In
Canada,
the
federal
government has the Quarantine Act (S.C.
04
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2005 C. 20) and its revisions
as the main weapon against
the spread of disease.
Section 4 of the act states
“The purpose of this Act
is to protect public health
by taking comprehensive
measures to prevent the
introduction and spread of
communicable diseases.”
To that end, it might be
necessary to curtail our “normal”
rights and privileges. Restriction to
international and inter-provincial travel
were brought to bear and helped to slow
the spread of the disease. Most of us
willingly accepted that a trip to China or
even to southern Florida during a COVID
outbreak might not be a good idea. And
when even trips to the grocery store
were discouraged, we accepted that this

was a small price to pay for our own and
our neighbours health and safety.
But somehow, this disease has
become a political weapon. The issues
of community safety and worker health
have suddenly taken a back seat to
political affiliation. This article will not
be about that. Instead, let’s concentrate
on the responsibility of the individual
worker, the employer, and the union.
It is the responsibility of the
employer to ensure the health and safety
of the worker. Construction workers
are required to tie-off when working at
heights. Dangerous machinery has lockouts and guards. Office workers might
have emergency buzzers in dangerous
locations. The union ensures that such
protections are in place and working to
help protect the members. While some
of these protections lead to increased

effort for the workers, few would argue
that removing an electrical lock-out to
save a few seconds is a good idea.
Are mandatory vaccinations
different? New Brunswick, Manitoba,
and Ontario already require vaccinations
for all students attending public school.
Exemptions for health
reasons (allergic reactions, certain health
compromises) and religious beliefs are
allowed. However, in the event of an
outbreak, non-vaccinated children are
prohibited from attending school.
How, then, can we extend that to
the present situation? We have a novel
virus, a newly developed vaccine, and
a still raging pandemic. It would seem
to be the responsibility of employers
and unions to do everything possible to
protect workers. We have the means to
do just that: a vaccine. So just as certain
safety equipment or work procedures
are required, so, too, vaccinations.
But wait! What about personal

“

freedom? Isn’t it every person’s right
to choose to be vaccinated or not? I
would suggest that it is. Just as it is your
personal right to smoke, to blare music
as loud as you like, to drive your car
as fast as you want, or to shoot a gun
wherever you please. Well, sort of.
As a society, we have decided
that the rights and well-being of the whole
outweigh the privileges of an individual.
An individual can smoke, but only in a
private dwelling. When music becomes
so loud that it impacts a neighbour, it has
to be curtailed. Cars can be driven as
fast as you like... on your own property.
When you drive on public roads, you
must obey the appropriate laws. And
as soon as you leave your own property,
laws and regulations determine where
and when firearms can be discharged.
Therefore, each individual has
the right to personal autonomy. You can
choose not to be vaccinated. However,
that does not, in my opinion, give you

the right to endanger others. Food,
prescription medications, newspapers,
and other items can be delivered to
your home. So if you decide not to
get vaccinated, you can decide to not
participate in normal society.
During World War II, my parent’s
generation endured forced black-outs,
severe rationing, and restrictions on all
manner of activity. The sacrifices were
tolerated, largely without complaint.
In that generation, the enemy
was soldiers on a field of war. In our time,
the sacrifices are minor by comparison:
wearing a mask, washing our hands,
getting vaccinated. The “enemy” is a
microscopic vector, but it, too, can kill.
And it preys on the weak and vulnerable.
We need to come together as
a nation and do what we can to protect
each other. To that end, I believe that
employers, unions, and workers must cooperate and ensure that everyone who is
able to be vaccinated do so. n

each individual has the right to personal
autonomy. You can choose not to be
vaccinated. However, that does not, in my
opinion, give you the right to endanger
others...
During World War II, my parent’s
generation endured forced black-outs,
severe rationing, and restrictions on all
manner of activity. The sacrifices were
tolerated, largely without complaint.
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n January 29, 1946, Justice Ivan Rand of the
Supreme Court of Canada handed down an
influential arbitration award that became a defining
feature of Canadian labour law.
The “Rand Formula,” as it was to be known,
established that employers would have to deduct dues from
all unionized employees’ paycheques and forward those
funds back to the union (the “union dues checkoff”). This
provided unions in Canada the necessary funds to enforce
collective bargaining contracts, organize, fund programs and
services to its members, and advocate for the rights of their
members in the social and political arenas.
Before this time, union representatives would have
to physically locate each worker on a regular basis and
personally ask for dues. Most workers would pay, with an
understanding that they benefitted from belonging to a union

line and prevented a violent assault by a joint force of Ontario
Provincial Police (OPP) and Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) officers. Later, the federal Liberal government of
Prime Minister King began preparing armoured tank units at
CFB Borden to break through the picket lines.
But even the ruling corporate elite and Liberal
government distinctively remembered from the 1919
Winnipeg General Strike that workers returning from war in
Europe had attained a particular set of skills when it came to
defending themselves, and with weapons, if necessary.
Rand was well aware of this and fashioned a
compromise. In his arbitration decision, he decided that
although the Autoworkers could not have their union shop,
workers falling under the bargaining unit – whether they were
members or not – would have to pay dues to the union. This
protected the freedom of association of each individual, while

THE WINDSOR FORD STRIKE AND THE
RAND FORMULA: 75 YEARS LATER

Kelly Johnson is President of the Confederation of
Canadian Unions
and having a collective agreement. But some
wouldn’t, creating the “free rider problem,” a
kind of market failure where those who benefit
from a service (in this case, a union and collective
bargaining) do not pay for them. One can imagine
how much conflict this would create in some unions.
Although Rand and his formula didn’t come easy, or
out of thin air. It was the result of decades of labour struggle.
After all, many unions in the United States had achieved
something similar to the union dues checkoff years earlier.
But it was during the bitter United Automobile Workers union
strike at the Ford plant in Windsor in 1945 that the so-called
“union shop,” requiring all workers to join the union, was at
stake.
Huge barricades of workers’ cars and trucks
were assembled at the plant in November of that year. An
estimated 2,000 vehicles reinforced the Autoworkers picket
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also eliminating the free rider problem.
This made clear economic sense. In a mostly
capitalist economy like Canada’s, people have
to pay for the majority of goods and services.
We pay for goods like food, clothing, and
housing, as well as services like transportation,
entertainment, and modern communications
technologies like our phone, TV and internet.
Benefitting from a service like a collective agreement
is no different. There is a cost involved in that process,
and someone has to pay for it.
The Rand Formula, or modifications of it, became a
model for labour relations in Canada, adopted in numerous
collective agreements in the decades that followed. Some
provinces even gave it legal force in provincial labour codes.
Although Rand himself became a kind of labour union
legend after his death in 1969, it’s important to understand the
real individual he was. A graduate of Harvard Law School, he
was named Attorney General of New Brunswick in 1924, and
later appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada in 1943 on
the recommendation of Prime Minister King.

only help to defeat unions at
bargaining tables across the
country and fatten corporate
bottom lines.
The bosses know
that whey they set the rules,
the game is over before it
begins.
We
owe
an
enormous thanks and neverending gratitude to the
brave Autoworkers union in
Windsor, and the countless
other labour activists from
even decades before, who
fought for the union dues
checkoff and the financial
independence and stability
it provided for unions
throughout the country.
This is why despite
Rand’s personal flaws, his
ruling 75 years ago is worth
defending at all costs. It
provided millions of workers
in Canada with collective
bargaining coverage, higher
wages, stronger benefits
and pensions, paid vacations, safer and healthier workplaces.
On a grander scale, it meant less inequality, exploitation and
poverty throughout Canada for decades after World War II.
And even 75 years later, that’s always worth fighting
for. n

Rand was no radical, and in many ways, not even a
progressive, especially considering his bigoted and intolerant
views of French Canadians, Catholics and Jews. Even so,
Rand also struck down racist property laws, acknowledged
the rights of Japanese Canadians who were being interned as
“enemy aliens” during World War II, and even protected the
rights of free speech of the Communist
Party of Canada when it was banned
Top Left: the 1945 Windsor Ford Strike. Below: Justice Ivan Rand speaking in 1969.
under the War Measures Act.
Today, he is referred to
by many as one of the greatest
and most influential judges in our
country’s history.
As Historian
William Kaplan said of Rand, “He
had a first rate mind but a third rate
temperament.”
Since the Rand Formula
became part and parcel of Canadian
labour law, Big Business groups
and corporate lobbyists have been
trying to chip away at it for decades.
They argue that it provides unions
with too much financial influence
and organizational capacity.
These
powerful
organizations,
supported
by
Corporate
Canada’s
leading
figures, understand all too well
that dismantling the Rand Formula
would severely limit unions’ abilities
to organize, provide member
services, protect workers’ rights
and advocate for those rights on
a political level. And that would

A History
of Labour
Rights

1945

11,000 workers at the Ford plant in
Windsor, Ontario (United Auto Workers, Local 200)
go on strike. They demand the company agrees to
a union shop and the “automatic dues checkoff,” in
which the employer would be mandated to deduct
dues from each worker’s paycheck and return the
funds to the union.

1972

Due to extensive labour
union activism, the first Occupational Health
Act is passed by the NDP government of
Saskatchewan. It established for the first
time the workers’ right to refuse dangerous
work.

1872

The Nine Hours Movement,
the first cross-occupational labour
organization, is founded in Hamilton. Two
dozen labour leaders in Toronto are arrested
for going on strike. The first Labour Day is
celebrated in Canada.

1946

Supreme Court Justice Ivan
Rand rules that although the Autoworkers
could not have a union shop, workers covered
under the collective agreement would still have
to pay dues to the union, regardless if they
were members or not. The so-called “Rand
Formula” is born.

1986

Employment Equity is passed,
mandating federally regulated private employers
with one hundred or more employees to
implement plans that eliminate workplace
barriers to women, Indigenous Peoples,
persons with disabilities and minorities.

1919

The Winnipeg General Strike
sees over 22,000 public and private sector
workers walk off the job. The government
retaliates with violence. Hundreds are
injured. One striker is killed.

1962

1933

Canada is in the depths of The
Great Depression. 30% of the labour force is
unemployed, and one-fifth of the population are
on government assistance. Union membership
increases steadily and workers become more
radicalized in progressive politics.

1969

The first universal health care
system in North America is established by the
NDP government of Saskatchewan. Trade unions
and labour activists play a vital role of educating
the masses about the benefits of public health
care against an enormous propaganda campaign
funded by the insurance industry.

The Confederation of Canadian
Unions is founded by labour organizers
Madeleine Parent and Kent Rowley. The CCU
holds its first convention in July 1969. It is
dedicated to the establishment of a democratic,
independent labour movement free of the
influence of American-based international unions.

1988

2010s
Right-wing, pro-corporate
organizations promote so-called “Right to

During the Federal Election, the
labour movement leads the fight against the US –
Canada Free Trade Agreement. It is later passed
by the Mulroney government, and hundreds of
thousands of jobs, many of them unionized and
in the manufacturing sector, are lost.

Work” laws, which would effectively destroy the
Rand Formula and return Canada to pre-Great
Depression labour relations, where workers
would not be required to pay union dues.

AESES members receive a $1.5 million
landfall victory over temporary layoffs
from the University of Manitoba

D

uring the early months of the
pandemic, the world was at
a standstill, and every day
seemed to bring along an
entire set of new challenges. It was a
challenging time for everyone, including
unions and their members, to keep up
with business as usual. Companies quickly
switched to remote working, curbside pickup
and online meetings. Universities were in a bit of a
problematic situation as most lectures were in person
and on a campus usually filled with thousands of staff,
faculty and students.
Our over 2,200 support staff members at the
University of Manitoba (UM) quickly pivoted to working
remotely with its fair share of hiccups, but persevered.
Our members completed tasks that would have usually
taken months in only a matter of weeks. We applaud
our members for their continued steadfast approach to
solving issues as they emerged.

Joey Pothe is the Communications
Officer of the Association of
Employees Supporting Education
Services (AESES)

document exchanges with the University.
Discussions with the University
moved forward more positively in April 2021.
A combined mutual effort made by both
parties focused on a fair settlement rather
than pursuing the formal grievance process,
which likely would have required another
year or longer to resolve. The increasing
financial burden on many of our members—
including a large number that were still laid
off—meant pursuing a quicker resolution
would be more advantageous than going
through a protracted grievance process with
no certainty in the outcome.
Following nearly sixteen months
of working through the grievance process,
affected AESES members were awarded
approximately $1.5 million, and it is the
largest grievance settlement in AESES’
history. Also included in this resolution
was the restoration of pension, seniority,
vacation and benefits premiums recovery.
In total, one hundred and ninety-five

temporarily laid off AESES members are
receiving a financial remedy from the
settlement. Although not all laid off members
could be included or expected to receive
the same level of remedy, AESES believed
that this settlement captured more AESES
members than if it had followed through to
arbitration.
AESES has worked long and
hard to support our members during this
process. As of October 1, nearly all UM AESES
members have returned to their positions
or have access to their formal position
discontinuance rights as outlined in the
collective agreement.
As witnessed with widespread
layoffs during the pandemic, employees
without a union or a comprehensive
collective agreement are at the mercy of
their employer. Should they be laid off, they
may have little to no recourse or advocacy
to help recover lost wages, benefits, or their
position. AESES and unions across the globe

continue to make strides to keep employers
in check and acting fair to their employees.
This major victory for AESES
members is a victory for members of all
unions. It reiterates how loud and clear
employees’ voices are to employers when
they stand in solidarity. n
-About AESES | aeses.ca |
Established in 1973, the Association of
Employees Supporting Education Services
(AESES) strives to foster and maintain an
environment of respect, cooperation and
fairness while representing the interests
of the members of the Association. AESES
is a proud member of the Confederation of
Canadian Unions and represents support
staff at The University of Winnipeg, University
of Manitoba, and St. Andrew’s College.

Even with this quick transition and
implementation, the UM administration
issued temporary layoff notices to over
two hundred of our members at the outset of
the pandemic. Members met these layoff notices
with confusion and outrage, and AESES quickly filed
grievances challenging UM’s unfair actions. AESES
argued that the University’s approach was contrary
to the provisions in the collective agreement in that
seniority was not adequately taken into consideration.
This lengthy process included seven full
days of mediation with labour arbitrator Mr. Arne
Peltz. It involved several hundred hours of meetings,
phone calls, and a thorough examination of the many

“A

ESES has worked long and hard to
support our members during this
process... This major victory for AESES
members is a victory for members of all unions. It
reiterates how loud and clear employees’ voices
are to employers when they stand in solidarity.
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Social Justice and the Economics of the Minimum Wage
Andrew Jackson is senior policy adviser
to the Broadbent Institute.

There has been ample media coverage of the welldeserved award of the Nobel Prize in Economics
to Canadian David Card, in part for his work on the
impacts of the minimum wage. As Andrew Coyne
noted in the Globe and Mail, however, Card’s work
requires interpretation.

increasing the quality of jobs.
Imagine you are in a minimum wage job paying
$10 per hour and that you work 30 hours per
week, earning a total of $300. If the minimum
wage is hiked by $1 per hour, your earnings would
rise to $330.

Card studied the impacts on employment of a small
minimum wage increase in New Jersey in 1992
compared to adjacent Pennsylvania which did not
raise its comparable low minimum wage. The key
finding was that there was no negative impact on
minimum wage jobs in New Jersey, contrary to the
mainstream economic orthodoxy of the day.

Suppose the employer responds by investing in
new machinery and training to raise output per
hour, and cuts hours from 30 to 28. In that case,
the worker still gets a pay increase, from $300
to $308, and gains two hours of time to work
elsewhere.

Many subsequent studies have confirmed that
modest increases in the minimum wage from low
levels indeed have little or no impact on jobs. The
most plausible explanation is that, left to their own
devices, employers set the wage at too low a level.
A wage increase can pay for itself by reducing
very high turnover in low-paid jobs and associated
recruitment and training costs.
Further, employers can respond to a minimum wage
increase by accepting a somewhat lower profit
margin, or by raising prices, rather than by cutting
jobs.
Some thirty years after Card’s study, economists take
a much more nuanced view of minimum wages.
It has come to be recognized that higher minimum
wages can be a significant tool to raise productivity,
defined as the value of output per hour worked.
Higher productivity can justify higher wages,
12
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At the economy-wide level, higher productivity
can mean fewer low-wage jobs without causing
high unemployment.

“Our goal should be decent
wages for all workers. The
way to get there is to push for
higher productivity in low-wage
sectors by raising wages while
maintaining full employment.”

In the Scandinavian countries, about 10% of all
workers are in low-paid jobs, defined as earning
less than two-thirds of the national median
wage, compared to 20% in Canada. Unions and
labour market policies such as high minimum
wages can set a high wage floor without raising
unemployment. Workers in low-wage sectors like
fast food and hotels earn much more per hour
than in Canada.
Our goal should be decent wages for all workers.
The way to get there is to push for higher
productivity in low-wage sectors by raising
wages while maintaining full employment. That is
precisely the formula pioneered by Sweden which
remains relevant today. n
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A World Seemingly
Full of Division

I

thought I would be writing on how we
are on our way out of COVID-19, but
as it turns out, what I am seeing is a
world full of division surrounded by
the reality of climate change.
I guess we could say the world has always
had this division and something or someone
only needed to highlight it. Ironically, climate change
is similar in that it is largely ignored until it becomes a
flash flood.
I have tried myself to be a half-full type, always
believing the solution will expose itself at the right
moment. However, this time it is different, and
believing in something is not enough. Right now, we
need to be patient and understanding of those who
think differently than ourselves.
We need to be sensitive to the mental stresses that the
last year and a half has taken on many people. We need
to check in on our own mental and physical health and
wellbeing. The fact is that yes: we need to seriously
change things, but we also need to be allowed to

Todd Smith is First Vice President
of the Public and Private Workers
of Canada (PPWC)

celebrate life, love, happiness, dreams, and
victories.
Our planet’s journey is still being written and
sometimes it is difficult to write when the words are
only about suffering, division, and tragedy. But there
is a word in every language that has been held high
in the face of such times. A word that stood in front
of every dreamer, defender, warrior, and every person
who never quit or gave up.
The word is called hope.
I have hope we can educate ourselves to have this one
common goal, a greater good that can only be achieved
collectively. I believe we will get through this, most
likely battered and bruised, but this is not the first time,
nor will it be the last. n

“T

here is a word in every language that
has been held high in the face of such
times. A word that stood in front of every
dreamer, defender, warrior, and every person
who never quit or gave up.
The word is called hope.
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2021 CCU
Convention Report

W

hat an amazing few days.
I am in awe.
We
started
out
with
the
Resolutions
Committee kindly agreeing to meet on
Friday afternoon so members of the
Committee wouldn’t miss out on the
Labour School we had planned the next
day. I would like to thank Gary Fiege
– Chair (PPWC National), John Wabb
– Recording Secretary (CUSW), Gloria
Saindon (AESES), Chris Wasilenchuk
(CMAW), Tim Green, (NSUPE), Nikki
Reiter (PPWC Local 1), Allison Pirie
(PPWC Local 2), Adrian Soldera (PPWC
Local 8), Steven Etter (PPWC Local 9),
and Art Burley (PPWC Local 15), who
managed to get through 24 resolutions
16
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AND make recommendations
to Convention all in four
hours. Thank you!
On Saturday, we
had an early start and
the unique opportunity
to tour various locations
and witness some amazing
old growth trees, among
other things. Avatar Grove was
something truly spectacular (see photo).
Pachendaht Beach was incredible as
well.
The wood that has come
ashore and the view (throughout the
pouring rain) were stunning. It was a
jam-packed day of rain, super windy
roads, rain, great food, rain, bumpy,

convention. We were so honoured and
blessed to have the Wekungen Dancers
from the Songhees Nation come out
and present three of their dances. It was
beautiful and had a few people in tears.
Passion and resiliency shone through
in their music, dance and ceremonial
dress.
We also heard from Sargeant
David Smith, Labour Liaison officer
and subject matter expert on conflict
resolution with the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP), who spoke
about protecting workers, Criminal
Code information (217.1.C.C.C), as well
as preparing and educating all union
members who may participate in any
form of social advocating and labour
action.
That was followed by the
business of convention. We had 43
delegates, 7 table officers and 1 guest,
with another on Zoom. President Kelly
Johnson presented on what the CCU
has done over the past year, while Vice
President Michael Belanger presented
his report, where he let us know he
would not be running for a position in
the CCU in the upcoming elections.
After 14 years, Mike was

stepping down and retiring.
It is
bittersweet. We are so happy for him
that he is retiring, but the front table
won’t be the same. Those are my
feelings anyway. Mike has been a huge
part of the CCU for the last 14 years,
including 10 as secretary and the last
4 as vice president. Mike, we wish
you the best of luck. You will truly be
missed, brother.
Brother Jan Noster presented
his Keynote Address on Monday. He
covered, among other issues, union
density, how the middle class shrank
during COVID, and how the world’s
wealthiest (the top 1%) got richer, and
the bottom 40% lost their jobs.
He discussed the Pandora
Papers (millions of leaked documents
which details tax havens and avoidance
by the very rich), and we watched some
great clips of “Union Strong” on TikTok.
He told us that worker education is
key, political action is crucial, and
organizing is not necessarily with a big
“O”, but educating our members in the
workplace is a great start.
He ended his presentation
saying to “never doubt a small group of
people can change the world.” That is

what I feel about this amazing group of
delegates and guests around the table.
We did more business of the CCU,
including the Trustee report, financials,
donations,
and
continued
with
resolutions.
We then picked the
bursaries for each of the West, Central
and East regions. Using the “Wheel
of Names,” we chose six individuals,
including three to win the Madeleine
Parent Bursary and three to win the
John St. Amand Bursary.
Winners will be contacted
and will have to provide us their postsecondary
schooling
confirmation
and an essay of 500 words on “What
Unionism Means to Me.” I won’t spoil
who the winners are as I am in the
process of reaching out to them, but
will do an update in the next issue of
CCU Connections and highlight their
essays.
We then heard from Gina
McKay, who has worked for numerous
equity and human rights committees
with the Canadian Union of Public
Employees (CUPE), the Canadian

...continued on next page

Scarlett Farquhar is
Treasurer of the
Confederation of
Canadian Unions
bumpy bus rides, rain, large
old growth red cedars, rain,
did I mention rain?!
Of course, we were in Victoria
on the weekend that was predicted
to have more than 150 mm of rain in
one day. We were soaked, sore, but
amazed at what we saw. Thank you
to Gary Fiege for organizing the day
and thank you to Rod Gallant and Cam
Shiell for assisting and being the tour
guides for our groups.
Sunday was the start of
The Voice of Independent Unions
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...continued from last page

Labour Congress (CLC), the Manitoba Federation of Labour
and the Winnipeg Labour Council. She was recently elected
as Equity Vice President – LGBTQ2SI+ at the 2021 CLC
National Convention.
Gina’s presentation was about “Igniting the Spark”:
becoming stronger allies for equity, diversity and inclusivity.
She spoke about solidarity activism and engaging with our
union values. She had a quote in her presentation which said:
“It is not enough to be quietly non-racist, now is the time
to be vocally anti-racist.” That spoke volumes. She then
went on to discuss structural inclusivity, equity audits and
connecting with our membership.
We then held elections for all positions for the next
two years. Kelly Johnson (PPWC Local 1) was re-elected/
acclaimed as President, Mark Miller (CMAW) was elected
Vice President; Scarlett Farquhar (YUSA) was re-elected/
acclaimed as Treasurer and Dawn Burns (YUSA) was elected
Secretary. Our Regional Officers elected are: Ron Richardson,
West (PPWC Len Shenkel Local 9), Leanne Shumka, Central
(AESES) and John Peskett, East (NSUPE). Congratulations to
everyone.
After this, we enjoyed very informative presentations
by New Mode and Union Perks. More information from these

two organizations to come down the road.
We continued our jam-packed day with more
resolutions, discussion and prizes. At the conclusion of
convention and the Executive Board meeting, we used the
“Wheel of Names” for the copious number of prizes that
were given out. Affiliates brought some of their swag and
with about 45 other prizes that we had put together, every
single delegate left convention with a prize.
Beautiful delegate bags included soap from an
Indigenous business in Campbell River BC, Indigenous art
bags from Vancouver, as well as mugs, hats, notebooks and
lots and lots of pens. It was pretty awesome.
I could go on and on about what an amazing group of union
brothers and sisters we had around the table at the 30th
Convention of the Confederation of Canadian Unions, and
the gala dinner and the hospitality room fun, but I fear this
would then turn into a novel, much more than what I have
written here (and this is long enough).
I want to thank all of the delegates who attended
Convention. As I said in my Treasurer’s report: “to our
affiliates, who without you we would not be. Your passion
and dedication to this organization speak volumes, and for
that I am truly grateful and humbled.”
Thank you all again. It is an honour. n
Photos by Scarlett Farquhar
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Substance Use and Drug Testing in
the Construction Workplace

W

orkplace drug testing, monitoring and
rehabilitation is big business in the
Canadian construction industry.
Employers in North America spend
billions of dollars a year testing their employees
for drugs and alcohol and the monitoring industry
is growing quickly as well.
Terms like pre-access, post-incident,
random, urinalysis and swab testing are now
commonly understood by most construction workers,
and many have experienced one or more of the testing
methods. While most people can agree that ensuring a safety
sensitive workplace free of drugs and alcohol is a desirable
outcome, many workers are questioning whether we are
seeing these outcomes and what the collateral damage is
along the way.
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Mark Miller is First Vice President of the
Construction Maintenance and
Allied Workers Canada (CMAW)
Despite years of workplace drug testing, the
overdose crisis continues to claim more lives
than ever (one in four of them are employed in
construction or transportation), and there is very little
evidence that jobsites that perform drug testing are safer
than those that do not.
Meanwhile, the practice continues unabated and
workers with excellent safety records are led off-site every
day never to return because of a non-negative urinalysis, often
for the consumption of cannabis, a (now) legal substance in
their off-work hours. So, what prompted the push towards

urinalysis on construction sites, does it which uses a urine sample to test for the the incident.
solve a problem and if so, what is it?
presence of certain drugs in a person’s
This can lead to workers
A quick internet search will body.
suppressing near-misses, workplace
bring up many articles by the Drug and
While these types of tests are injuries or minor incidents out of fear
Alcohol testing Industry Association a good indicator of whether the worker that they will cause themselves or
(DATIA), the Drug and Alcohol Testing has used drugs in the past, they are a someone on their crew to be tested and
Association of Canada (DATAC), and terrible indicator of impairment. With a lose their job. This robs the industry of
various addiction treatment centres window of detection ranging from several important data, and the workers and
(who profit handsomely from the hours for alcohol to up to three days for company of important lessons that
workplace drug-testing industry) that opioids and 30 days for marijuana and could help prevent future incidents of
claim alcohol and drugs are responsible barbiturates, the detection of these a similar nature. It also, ironically, does
for most workplace accidents and that drugs (with the exception of alcohol) not prevent the incident (as it is posttesting, mandatory monitoring and in a worker’s urine does not mean they incident).
rehabilitation prevents them.
are impaired at work, and it does not
It just punishes people for
When I looked for third party, mean they are any less safe at work reporting it. Finally, if a worker does
independent, peer reviewed studies than the boss who was up late the night agree to go to rehab to keep their job, it
(by people who do not profit
is almost always required to
from the testing industry)
be abstinence-based, which
however, most of what I
is no longer considered to
found were articles outlining
be best practice and which
a lack of professionalism
often serves to cover up the
“Let’s follow the money.
and regulation in substance
problem, leading to further
Workplace drug testing has
rehab facilities in Canada,
issues down the road.
articles about addictions
So, given the lack
ballooned to a growing, $2
specialists who are being
of quality research on the
billion (US) a year industry in
investigated for collusion
topic, why has this industry
between the testing bodies
expanded so quickly, and
North America and the drug and
and monitoring and rehab
why are all these subalcohol rehabilitation industry
companies, and articles
standard
studies
being
about rehab centres lying
used
to
justify
workplace
(the next step after testing) is
about the credentials of their
drug testing and mandatory,
worth about $3 billion a year in
employees.
somewhat ineffective rehab
I did manage to find
programs?
Canada alone.”
one October 2014 paper
Let’s follow the money.
by the Australian National
Workplace drug testing has
Center for Education and
ballooned to a growing, $2
Training
on
Addictions
billion (US) a year industry in
titled “How effective is drug
North America and the drug
testing as a workplace safety strategy? before drinking a little too much Scotch, and alcohol rehabilitation industry (the
A systematic review of the evidence,” or the guy who worked a double shift next step after testing) is worth about
which performed an in-depth analysis yesterday and is back again today for $3 billion a year in Canada alone.
on the leading studies. Interestingly, more. Meanwhile, workers are losing
There are very few regulations
out of 23 studies reviewed, only one their jobs and income because of a test or standards governing workplace
was found to “demonstrate strong that does not prove what it claims to testing, monitoring and rehabilitation,
methodological rigour.”
prove.
and a massive and somewhat corrupt
With no good studies validating
There are also additional industry has been built up around it.
workplace drug testing as a true driver negative consequences which may More research into impairment testing
of safer workplaces, it is impossible to actually make the workplace more and harm reduction-based rehab
say how much drug and alcohol usage in dangerous. Post-incident testing, for is clearly needed, as well as better
their off time affects a worker’s ability to instance, which is triggered following a standards governing the industry. But
perform their job safely. Unfortunately, safety incident, is often applied to the in a capitalist society, where humans
modern drug testing methods are entire crew that is present, regardless are worth less than industry, what are
predominantly confined to urinalysis, of whether they were directly involved in the odds? n
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PPWC Local 2
Information Flyer
The purpose of this flyer is to bring to light
the continued issues that have plagued the
membership of this Mill. And to inform the
membership that the Executive has reached
a stalemate with the current Management
(HR) regarding a path forward.

OUTSTANDING CONCERNS
AT THE MILL
4.

portions of their cheque following
payday putting them in a difficult
position financially.
Placing the onus on the employee to
identify and correct their pay.

SAFETY
LACK OF MANNING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maintenance not being performed on
failing equipment.
No safety meetings in some departments
and on some crews.
No investigations performed following
incidents to prevent future events.
Regular clean up not being performed to
prevent fires.
Personnel being expected to stay
beyond their 12-hour shift.

1.
2.

3.

4.

PAYROLL
1.
2.

3.
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Many union members not being paid
properly, missing days, wrong rate etc.
New payroll system implemented that
continues to have serious shortcomings
17 months after implementation.
Many members missing substantial

CCU Connections

Not replacing employees that have left
due to a variety of reasons.
Insufficient
relief
structure
to
accommodate time off for members
throughout the mill.
Inability to train union members to
fill the many positions that have been
vacated due to attrition.
Threats of cancelling members holidays
if we do not allow temps/contractors in
the mill.

REPLACING THE WORKFORCE
1.

2.

Continued reliance on contractors to
perform work that had traditionally been
done by union members.
Not notifying the union of potential

3.

work, and using contractors.
Not replacing maintenance workers that
leave for a variety of reasons.

In closing, please continue to show up to
work, do your job to the best of your ability.
The grievance process continues to be broken
as most grievances are denied. The payroll
system is still broken leaving members short
handed after payday. Safety continues to
be an ongoing concern throughout the Mill.
Lack of manning puts additional stress on
members, having vacation denied, working
excessive hours, and exacerbating safety
concerns.
The Executive takes these issues seriously
and will be taking the necessary steps to try
to resolve them. We feel like these concerns
are negatively affecting our basic quality of
life. Please stand with us as we try to continue
to work through these issues in the hope of
negotiating a fair contract, and reasonable
working conditions for the membership. n
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Where There’s a Will, There’s a Way…
To Organize

Left to Right: Mike Belanger, Scarlett Farquhar, Kelly Johnson, Matthew Silva, José Antonio Pedrosa Galán, Stefan Cebara,
Daryl Fordyce, and Gary Fiege.

I

t was after our soaking wet, awesome adventure to the
Old Growth Forest that we had the amazing opportunity
to meet a group of young men and one of their fearless
leaders.
I am talking about Dan Kruk, Executive Director of the
Professional Footballers Association Canada (PFACan) and
four of the players, including Matthew Silva, José Antonio
Pedrosa Galán, Stefan Cebara, and Daryl Fordyce, who
is also a Board member, from Winnipeg’s Valour FC of the
Canadian Premier League (CPL), who just happened to be in
Victoria for a match that afternoon.
Dan came to speak at the CCU Convention about
his organization PFACan, which is instrumental in forming
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Written by CCU Treasurer Scarlett Farquhar

Canada’s first union for elite footballers, both male and
female.
Dan works alongside Marcel de Jong and Paul
Champ at PFACan and a Board of players from teams
across the CPL. Marcel, who has played in the Netherlands,
Germany and North America, has been instrumental in
bringing players together and linking them to the people and
resources required to further the ongoing professionalization
of players in Canada. Dan has worked tirelessly with CPL

players and other stakeholders to enable PFACan to emerge
as the official voice of elite footballers in Canada.
They started the process of organizing back in early
2020, but then of course, COVID hit, and the employer, the
Canadian Premier League, put the brakes on their efforts. But
since then and in recent months, and with some momentum,
they have started that ball rolling again.
Dan talked about the successes, but also the
struggles, of what these players have gone through, and
continue to go through, and thanked the CCU and some of
our affiliates who have donated to their organizing campaign.
We were fortunate to receive some PFACan scarves
(which I am so excited about – and will wear to Toronto FC

games!) and most of our delegates received Professional
Footballers of Canada T-shirts, so people were so thrilled
about that.
You should have seen the Winnipeg delegates. It
was like when you see a George Clooney or a Julia Roberts
walking down the street towards you. They were SO thrilled
to be able to talk to their idols from the soccer pitch. It was
really cool.
We wish PFACan the best of luck in organizing – and
if there is anything else we can do, you know where to find us.
In solidarity. n
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NATIONAL CHILD CARE PLAN WOULD
ADD UP TO TENS OF THOUSANDS IN
SAVINGS FOR MANY FAMILIES

“M

ake no mistake: a national child care
plan targeting fees will deliver more
savings to parents than a tax credit
or a monthly cheque ever could

R

In some cities parents could save over $10,000 annually, per child, by
2022 and almost $20,000, per child, by 2026: new CCPA analysis

P

arents in some cities could be in line to save tensof-thousands of dollars annually under a proposed
national child care plan, according to a new city-bycity savings analysis from the Canadian Centre for
Policy Alternatives (CCPA).
“For families with one child in care, much less two
or more, these types of savings can be tremendous. For
the first time outside of Quebec, Canadian parents have
the chance of seeing something they’ve never seen before:
affordable daycare fees,” says CCPA Senior Economist David
Macdonald, who authored the analysis.
The April federal budget announced plans to create
a national child care plan that would drop fees by 50% by
2022, to $10-a-day by 2026. The new analysis finds that, if
implemented, such a plan would mean that parents in some
cities could save over $10,000 annually, per child, by 2022
and almost $20,000, per child, by 2026. Families with the
youngest children would see the largest savings, as the fees
for younger children are generally higher.
Parents can explore this interactive map of the
findings that show the potential savings across 37 cities in
Canada where child care fee data exists. The highest child
care fees, and therefore largest potential savings, are found
in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA): parents in Toronto could
save $11,200 a year by 2020, and in GTA suburbs, the
average savings would be $9,100 annually for an infant. By
2026, parents in Toronto could save $19,800 a year on an
infant space, or $15,600 in GTA suburbs.
In B.C. and Alberta, average savings in the big cities
would be $6,000 by 2022 and $10,000 by 2026 for families
with an infant. Even in Manitoba and P.E.I., which already
have set fees subsidized by those provinces, parents could
see those fees decline further. Average child care savings in
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From the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.
Originally posted here
Winnipeg by 2022 would be $3,900 per infant, with savings of
$4,400 a year in Charlottetown.
See the list below for a full city-by-city look at potential
savings.
The first federal-provincial agreement to deliver
$10-a-day child care was announced July 8 between Ottawa
and the British Columbia government, followed by the
announcement of an agreement with Nova Scotia on June 13.
To make the national plan a reality, the federal government will
have to negotiate agreements with the rest of the provinces
and territories, a number of which have already outlined
concerns about signing on to a deal.
“Make no mistake: a national child care plan targeting
fees will deliver more savings to parents than a tax credit or
a monthly cheque ever could,” adds Macdonald. “Reducing
fees must be part of a broader plan, one that includes capital
funding for more spaces but it must also include higher wages
for childcare workers to attract and retain them as the system
expands. Otherwise child care waitlists will explode.”
The analysis notes that, paradoxically, “cash for
care” approaches using a tax credit or a monthly cheque,
have in the past often led to even higher child care fees in
the long run, and do nothing to create new child care spaces,
especially in cities with long wait lists.
The new CCPA child care savings analysis and interactive
map can be found online. The CCPA’s most recent data on
child care fees in Canada is available at policyalternatives.ca.

educing fees must be part of a broader
plan, one that includes capital funding
for more spaces, but it must also include
higher wages for childcare workers to attract
and retain them as the system expands

“

TEN OVERTIME MYTHS
FROM PPWC Local 2

MYTH: Members won’t give up overtime.
FACT: Our survey shows that over 80% of our members
will give up overtime to create more jobs.

MYTH: OT is necessary to deal with emergencies and to
keep the mill running.
FACT: Most OT is not due to emergencies, but for relief
to cover earned time off.
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MYTH: OT is cheaper. Cutting OT will increase labour
costs and make the mill less competitive.

MYTH: If I don’t work OT, there will be more contractors
at the mill.

FACT: Hiring new workers is cheaper than OT. When
all costs are included, OT costs double time. Managers
prefer OT because it results in fewer workers, not
because it’s cheaper.

FACT: While OT has increased dramatically, so has
contracting out. Companies use OT and contracting out
for the same end – smaller mill crews. OT is not a solution
to contracting out.

MYTH: Members need the additional money from
overtime.

MYTH: If we cut OT, management will push harder on
flex.

FACT: Only 17% of our members say they work overtime
because they need the money. Most work OT for the
banked time or because co-workers need time off.

FACT: Management will push the flex agenda regardless
of OT rates. Flex and OT are also about the same end –
less jobs.

MYTH: People have always worked OT because that’s
what mill towns are about. You earn as much as you can,
as fast as you can, and then move on.

MYTH: The mill can’t run without OT.

MYTH: If we don’t work OT, we won’t get our days off
when we need them. That’s how the system works.

MYTH: Cutting OT won’t create jobs. Management
won’t hire more workers, no matter what we do.

FACT: That’s exactly how the system works, and why
we have to change it. When the company hires more full
time relief workers, it will be possible to get our earned
time off without working OT.

FACT: Jobs have been created ay BC mills by reducing
OT. The key is to negotiate clear provisions to create
jobs when OT is reduced.

FACT: Mills used to run with much less overtime and
a few still do operate with lower levels of OT. OT has
doubled over the past 15 years. Fewer regular workers
means more OT.

FACT: If that was true in the 1960s, it isn’t today. The
average mill worker has a lot of seniority. Most of us
have lived in our town for years and we aren’t going
anywhere.
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